CRC AVIATION MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS

**CRC ULTRA-LITE LUBE**
Ultra-thin, non-staining lubricant that resists oil, dirt and dust build-up. Seals out moisture and prevents corrosion with protective film. Excellent for drying out electrical/electronic components. Applications include:
- Appearance-Amber Liquid
- Odor-Petroleum
- Base Type-Petroleum
- Flashpoint-172°F
- Flammability-Flammable

11 oz. P/N 09-39600 ............... $10.95

**CRC QUICK DRY CONTACT CLEANER**
An alcohol-based precision cleaner that is 100% free of CFCs. Ideal for applications where lower flashpoint solvents may be used. It evaporates rapidly and completely and is harmless to most plastics. Applications include:
- Switches
- Circuit breakers
- Telecommunication equipment
- Fusible connecting devices
- Motors
- Generators
- Relays
- Terminals
- Rheostats
- Instrumentation
- Communications equipment.

11 oz. P/N 09-39605 ............... $12.65

**CRC SPRAY ADHESIVE**
A general purpose quick tack adhesive especially formulated to bond to many foils, plastics, papers, foams, metals, cardboards, and cloths.

P/N 09-02431 .............................. $16.85

**CRC ULTRA-LITE LUBE**
Ultra-thin, non-staining lubricant that resists oil, dirt and dust build-up. Seals out moisture and prevents corrosion with protective film. Excellent for drying out electrical/electronic components. Applications include:
- Appearance-Amber Liquid
- Odor-Petroleum
- Base Type-Petroleum
- Flashpoint-172°F
- Flammability-Flammable

11 oz. P/N 09-39600 ............... $10.95

**CRC POWER LUBE®**
Multi-purpose lubricant that utilizes PTFE and extreme pressure additives. Applications include:
- Appearance-Light Amber Liquid
- White precipitate
- Odor-Wintergreen
- Base Type-Petroleum
- Flashpoint-<20°F
- Flammability-Extremely Flammable

11 oz. P/N 09-39605 ............... $12.65

**CRC CORROSION SHELL**
A long-term indoor and outdoor corrosion inhibitor for machined surfaces and assemblies subjected to long periods of storage or adverse conditions during shipment. Its firm, wax-like film provides long-term protection from atmospheric corrosion. Ideal where a dry lubricant is required or where petroleum products must be avoided. Resists dirt, dust and oil build-up. Ideal for use as an engine oil additive. It is the perfect choice for use as a general purpose lubricant and corrosion inhibitor for tools, machinery and equipment.

10 oz. P/N 09-02433 ............... $12.50

**CRC BATTERY CLEANER**
Water-soluble formula removes corrosion quickly and economically. Neutralizes acid spills. Restores battery output and reduces voltage leakage due to contaminants. Assures maximum battery current flow and promotes longer battery life.

11 oz. P/N 09-02441 ..................... $9.50

**CRC WHITE LITHIUM GREASE**
Superior lubrication and durability in any weather or temperature. Perfect for use as a break-in lubricant for bearings or as a general purpose lubricant and corrosion inhibitor for tools, machinery and equipment.

10 oz. P/N 09-02428 ..................... $12.85

**CRC KNOCK’ER LOOSE PLUS PENETRATING SOLVENT**
A unique penetrant that immediately drops the temperature of the area in contact with the spray. The freeze shock action cracks rusted surfaces allowing it to reach deeper & work more effectively than other penetrants. 11.5 oz. P/N 09-02423 ..................... $9.95

**AVIATION DEGREASER**

20 oz. aerosol P/N 09-39690 ..................... $24.50

Attention: Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) Government Regulations: Product cannot be purchased, sold or used in the states listed: CA

**AVIATION DEGREASER**
A petroleum distillate / alcohol based precision cleaner designed as an alternative to CFC based cleaners. Ideal for apps where lower flashpoint materials can be tolerated. Cost effective, plastic safe & residue free.

P/N 09-04582 ..................... $18.50

**AVIATION DEGREASER**
A unique penetrant that immediately drops the temperature of the area in contact with the spray. The freeze shock action cracks rusted surfaces allowing it to reach deeper & work more effectively than other penetrants. 11.5 oz. P/N 09-02423 ..................... $9.95

**DRY GRAPHITE LUBE**
Ideal where a dry lubricant is required or where petroleum products must be avoided. Resists dirt, dust and oil build-up. Wide effective temperature range up to 850°F constant. 10 oz. P/N 09-02427 ..................... $12.50

**CRC WHITE LITHIUM GREASE**
Superior lubrication and durability in any weather or temperature. Perfect for use as a break-in lubricant for bearings or as a general purpose lubricant and corrosion inhibitor for tools, machinery and equipment. 10 oz. P/N 09-02428 ..................... $12.85

**CRC SPRAY ADHESIVE**
A general purpose quick tack adhesive especially formulated to bond to many foils, plastics, papers, foams, metals, cardboards, and cloths.

P/N 09-02431 .............................. $16.85

**CRC GREEN FORCE GLASS & SURFACE CLEANER**
A petroleum distillate / alcohol based precision cleaner designed as an alternative to CFC based cleaners. Ideal for apps where lower flashpoint materials can be tolerated. Cost effective, plastic safe & residue free.

P/N 09-04582 ..................... $18.50

**CRC GREEN FORCE GLASS & SURFACE CLEANER**
A petroleum distillate / alcohol based precision cleaner designed as an alternative to CFC based cleaners. Ideal for apps where lower flashpoint materials can be tolerated. Cost effective, plastic safe & residue free.

P/N 09-04582 ..................... $18.50

**CRC SPRAY ADHESIVE**
A general purpose quick tack adhesive especially formulated to bond to many foils, plastics, papers, foams, metals, cardboards, and cloths.

P/N 09-02431 .............................. $16.85

**CRC GREEN FORCE GLASS & SURFACE CLEANER**
A petroleum distillate / alcohol based precision cleaner designed as an alternative to CFC based cleaners. Ideal for apps where lower flashpoint materials can be tolerated. Cost effective, plastic safe & residue free.

P/N 09-04582 ..................... $18.50